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24th June marked 'The Class of 2021 Celebration Evening' when Year 11 students came together with staff and
celebrated their key achievements, received awards and enjoyed a photo booth, pizza and music!
We look forward to welcoming many of our students back, in The Compton Sixth Form and wish everyone huge
success in their post-16 journeys!
Keep up to date with the latest news and events; visit the school website on www.thecompton.org.uk

A message from the Headteacher
Dear Parents and Students

Ann Marie Mulkerins

It is hard to believe that it is
the end of the year already! It
almost feels as if we were just
getting back into the swing of
things! I am very pleased that
throughout this term we have
managed to re-introduce some
of the many activities that take
place during the summer term,
(albeit in a modified way). I was
delighted to be able to be part
of our end of year celebration

assemblies and to see many
wonderful students being
presented with a range of
awards, from Headteacher’s
Award, Subject awards, Tutor
Group Award and of course the
Jack Petchy Award.
Despite
the
rather
unpredictable weather, we
have had successful Sports
afternoons for every year
group. It was so lovely to see
students being active, being

Message from the
Chair of Governors
Dear Parents,
First and foremost on behalf of the Governing Body I would like
to share our heartfelt appreciation to all the staff and students at
The Compton School for dealing so well with the unprecedented
events of this last school year. We know this has not been without
its challenges and has been very demanding. However the ongoing
adaptability and resilience across the school community has been
key to ensuring learning continued and to making the school safe.
In our discussions with the school’s Senior Leadership team, the Governing Body has been
impressed and reassured to learn about the careful thought and focus rightly given to ensuring
well-being is supported across the schools, community. Another key ongoing challenge is to
ensure The Compton has the financial means to deliver excellent results for every student. So
I am pleased that notwithstanding tight budgets, careful management means the school has
secured the money to invest in upgrades to the school’s catering facilities.
Finally we wish all our GCSE, BTEC and A level students all the very best come results day.
Howard Davies, Chair of Governors
chairofgovernors@thecompton.org.uk

children and enjoying the
camaraderie of their tutor
groups.
As, I write this we are also
looking forward to our school
production
of
Alice
in
Wonderland. Despite many
challenges, we think that the
show will go on!
I would like to take this
opportunity to thank all of our
Governors and Trustees, who
give up their free time
voluntarily to work strategically
for our school; and of course
our wonderful staff who have
problem solved relentlessly
through the year. As a result of
their work and flexibility, we
managed to have a scaled
down send off for our Year 11
and Year 13 students.
I would also like to express
my sincere thanks to you as
parents for your support this
year, a truly exceptional year. I
look forward to working with
you and your children next
year.
Best wishes for a happy,
healthy and safe summer.
Ann Marie Mulkerins
Headteacher

Mentoring programme offers skills for life
The Compton School would like to take
this opportunity to say a massive thank you
to all the Year 10 mentors for their
mentoring support this academic year. The
mentors attended weekly training sessions
delivered by Ms Histed and Ms Wiseman in
which they covered topics such as conflict
resolution, managing stress, listening skills
and leadership to help enhance their toolkit
of
mentoring
strategies.
Having
successfully completed their training
programme, the mentors were personally
matched with a mentee in Year 7 or Year 8
to offer one-to-one support in a socially
distanced and safe space in school. It was
absolutely delightful to see how positive
the experience was for both the mentors
and the mentees, with all students feeding
back successful outcomes. The mentors
all demonstrated supportive, kind and
emotionally intelligent behaviours towards
the mentees; and the mentees are
delighted with the new relationships they
have made with their older peers. We very
much hope that these bonds will continue
over the remaining term and into next yearwhether formally through the peer
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mentoring scheme or simply as a means
for students to touch base with each other.
We also recognise the important ‘skills for
life’ that the mentors have now learned and
we hope they will be able to apply them in
future situations and to add to their CVs in

future!
We will be in touch once again in
September with further updates regarding
next steps for the mentors.
Kerry Pearce-Histed
Year 10 Manager

Prefects learn how to be effective presenters
This month the Year 10 prefects embarked on a student leadership opportunity
involving training on ‘How to be an effective presenter’. The prefects learnt about the
key components of what makes influential speakers have an impact. They further
discussed
the
personality traits of
successful
speakers.
Prefects also developed
their oracy skills by
presenting their hobbies
to the group.
After
the
training
programme, our prefects
successfully presented
'current affairs' to their
respective Year 7 and 8
Tutor groups.
Shukri Kemal
Key Stage 4 Leader

Inspirational Artistic creativity
Congratulations to Years 11 and 13

Adam Inglis, Art Technician

After a very strange and disrupted year, we are very proud to have seen our Year 11
and 13 students continue to work so hard to produce their artwork. Many students have
managed to take inspiration from the repeated lockdowns and have created work that
expresses what is happening and also how it has made them feel – they have found the
positive in a difficult situation!

Sogand
Khademianooshabadi
Jodie Snell
Layla Evans

Maya Conway-Brand

...and Congratulations
to Years 10 and 12 too
It has also been a strange and
disrupted time for our students in Year 10
and 12. They have continued with their
coursework throughout and we are also
extremely proud to see the hard work that
has gone into and continues to go into
their work. They are currently working on
their final pieces for their first coursework
unit. Well done to all, keep up the good
work!

A special mention
The Art Department would like to dedicate a special mention to Christina
George who has recently invested a lot of her spare time in the school day
towards assisting the Art Department with decorations for the Year 11 Prom as
well as the upcoming Drama production. Christina has helped us enormously and
we can’t thank her enough!
The Art Department

TCS students
exhibit at artsdepot

The artsdepot in North Finchley
was recently accepting submissions
for the Young Artists Summer
Exhibition 2021. The Art Department
invited students to create a piece of
work to submit to the competition. We
are very delighted to announce that
two students from The Compton
School have had their work selected

to appear in the exhibition; Shunsuke
Katsumata and Isabel Santucci (both
Key Stage 3 students).
The exhibition will be on display in
the Apthorp Gallery within the
artsdepot from 22nd July until 26th
August 2021.
Congratulations to both Shunsuke
and Isabel!

Shunsuke Katsumata
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Drama Act 1 Scene 1
Commitment drives perfomance and exams
Year 10 GCSE Drama performances

Year 11 Scripted performance

These took place on 26th May 2021. Students had been
working on these since December 2020, but due to the
pandemic, their practical work had been delayed for three
months. The students worked tirelessly to come up with an
original piece of theatre based on the stimulus ‘Diversity’.
Their performances included work on the Black Lives
Matter Movement, reflecting back on our history in relation
to racism, the roles of women and comments on teenage
relationships and friendships.
All of the students should be extremely proud of
themselves for creating such amazing work. Well done on
completing 10% of your GCSE.

In March 2021 Year 11 Drama students completed a
scripted performance exam worth 20% of the GCSE
course. The cohort performed a monologue, duologue or
group piece from different published plays which included a
lot of different themes. The students showed real
commitment and the Drama department were so proud of
all the students for doing the majority of the preparation for
this at home and for creating such wonderful characters
and final performances.

Sarah Tunnadine
Head of Drama

Year 12 Devised Exam
Year 12 students have been working hard towards their
devised exam which took place on Friday, 18th June and is
worth 10% of their A-Level. They started with a stimulus
extract from a play called Love and Information by Caryl
Churchill. From this they picked a theme they found present
in her writing and created their own performances based on
this theme; Feminism and Munchausen Syndrome By
Proxy. The students were creative and dedicated and
produced some fantastic final performances which they
should be really proud of.
Verity Balcombe
2i/c Drama
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Drama Act 1 Scene 2
Wonderful wonderland adventures
Year 7 Drama Club

Year 8 Drama club

This half term, Year 7 have been
working hard towards the KS3 production
of Alice in Wonderland featuring not just
one, or even two but three Alices! Of
course, there were plenty of white rabbits
and a few more unusual characters. This
production spanned three eras: one for
each year group, with Year 7 based in
Victorian England. All of the Alice’s ended
up in Wonderland – a mysterious and
magical realm where Alice meets a mad
Duchess, a frog and a fish and the
caterpillar.
We have had lots of fun exploring these
characters and we are even more excited
to have showcased our amazing Year 7
talent for parents and friends over the
summer.
Natasha Stanton
English/Drama

Our Year 8 cast have been working with huge commitment and creativity to bring their
Alice in Wonderland scenes from page to stage. They skilfully created an opening scene
set in the 1940s that saw Alice and her sister sheltering in a London Underground station
during the Blitz. The students also devised a ‘journey into wonderland’ scene using
movement and dance; huge thanks to some of the cast members who supported with the
choreography for this scene.
Once in Wonderland our
Year 8 cast brought the Tea
Party and Alice's encounter
with
Tweedledum
and
Tweedledee to life; their
comic timing shone as did
their skill for characterisation.
We couldn’t wait to share
their work with a (socially
distanced) audience at the
end of term!
Zoe Merritt,
Deputy Headteacher

Year 9 Drama Club
Year 9 Drama Club have
also been working on the Key
Stage 3 summer production
of Alice. Our section of the
production began in the
present day, and saw Alice
finding herself in Wonderland
where she is seeking out her
sister and she meets
numerous wild and wonderful
creatures, including the
Caterpillar, the Mad Hatter,
Tweedledum
and
Tweedledee and of course
the rivalled Queens!
The
students
were
thoroughly committed to the
production, demonstrating
fantastic performance skills
and imagination. A fabulous
bunch of students!
Sarah Tunnadine
Head of Drama

Drama alumni foundation degree graduation show
Ms Merritt had the pleasure of attending the graduation show of some of our ex
students at The Chickenshed Theatre in June. Taylor Conway, Keran Patel, Ben Holmes
(not pictured) and Beatrice Decaine-Rato left The Compton to study a BTEC in
Performing Arts at Chickenshed and have then gone on to complete their Foundation
degrees there too. Ms. Merritt
says: "It was a privilege to be
invited to watch the show and
see the talents and hard work of
our wonderful alumni! The show
was devised by the cast and
involved all elements of
performance: singing, dance
and acting." (1x image linked to
this article labelled Drama
Alumni)
Zoe Merritt
Deputy Headteacher

Alice was performed to a
fantasic reception in the school
hall on 13th and 14th July 2021
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A celebration of Year 13 like no other!
The Compton Sixth Form
hosted the Year 13 Leavers
Event on 27th June 2021 at
school. Even though things
have been a little different this
year and we were unable to put
on a traditional prom, we did
not want to miss the
opportunity to celebrate the
hard work, resilience and
determination that students
have shown over the last two
years. The event was an
opportunity for students to say
a final farewell to their teachers
before they leave us for the
summer.

The afternoon brought the
year group together and it was
so fantastic to see them relax,
be full of laughter and enjoy
their time with each other. Both
staff and students enjoyed
amazing pizza provided by 450
Degrees Pizza and the
weather was perfect for an ice
cream from Mr Soft Ice.
Thank you for our wonderful
Year 12 helpers who handed
out the Year 13 Leavers
Hoodies and made the perfect
DJs for the students and staff
to perfectly execute the
Macarena! The atmosphere
was absolutely perfect and we
are so glad we could celebrate
in this way.
Class of 2021 have had a
Sixth Form experience like no
other. They have shown they
are kind, generous and
thoughtful young adults and
they will surely be remembered
for such a great send off! We
wish them the best of luck for
results day and hope this is a
summer to remember!
Errin Keefe
Year 13 Pastoral Leader

Stamp Duty for Design and Technology
What a term for the Design & Technology
department! We have enjoyed welcoming
back our clubs, thank you to all students
who participate in cooking and Warhammer
club. Be prepared for more wonderful clubs
in the new year! As a department we have
been really happy with all the submissions
to the Stamp competition, really hoping the
Queen chooses a Compton Student! Here
are some of our favourites.
All staff and students were happy that we
had access to a Dyson fan in the recent
heat! Students and staff enjoyed all the
learning resources which came with the
pack. Finally, a huge thank you and good
bye to our Year 13 and (some of our) Year
11 students, we really enjoyed the last two
years with you and look forward to seeing
you on results day!
Josephine Binns
Head of Design & Technology

Follow us on Twitter @TheComptonDT and on Instagram @TheComptonDTdept
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So much book related action going on in the LRC!
In June we celebrated
LitWeek, bringing together
several literary events to mark
The
Compton
students’
enjoyment of reading.
The week kicked off with a
Barnet-wide ‘shadow’ version
of the Carnegie Prize. This
prestigious annual award goes
to the favourite young adult
novel in English voted for by
librarians all over the UK. Well
done to shadowers Nidhi
Dattani, Aashi Jane, Amir
Jelbaoui, Freya McCarthy and
Tenesha Whittaker, who gave
lively
presentations
and

Year 8 students took part in the Carnegie shadowing day

accurately
predicted
the
shadow winner as Run, Rebel,
Run by Manjeet Mann, who
was also our fascinating guest
speaker. The official Carnegie
winner was Jason Reynolds’
book, Look Both Ways.

Our book of the month in
June was Alice in Wonderland,
whose iconic imagery provided
an eye-catching backdrop for
our
displays,
themed
bookmarks
and
reading
challenges, and also tied in
with the Drama department’s
production by the same name.
There was a fun but tricky
competition centred around
maps in books – well done to
Jessica
Beeston,
Zahra
Khoram, Michelle Nemska and
Fatima Marong in Year 7, who
all guessed correctly.
Finally, there was a grand
book swap at the end of
LitWeek, where over 200
books changed hands, some of
which could be ‘earned’ by
helping out in the LRC. Well
done to the many students who
took part in this exciting event.
Natalia Marshall
LRC Manager

The LRC Maps in Books competition winners

Reading and Quizzing
Despite all the challenges of this year, students have continued to
read and quiz widely. As we go to press we have over 100
millionaires, with several more on their way, plus over 20 multimillionaires. Anyone who reaches a million words gets a special
certificate and a small prize.
Year 7 students claim their favourite books at the swap

Where leaves are not just pages in a book Virtual Creative Writing
Around 30 Year 7 students took up the challenge to nurture and grow a houseplant
seedling in the LRC over the course of the school year. Diligent watering, feeding and care
helped the house plants grow considerably and we hope they will continue to flourish at
home.

Club looks set to stay
In lockdown we wanted to find a way
to create a space for students to share
their creative writing from home, and
so we set up the Virtual Creative
Writing Club. Responses to the
fortnightly optional creative writing
tasks, posted on SMHW to all year
groups, were so positive that when the
school reopened we decided to keep
the virtual club going.
This term we have had a selection of
entertaining, engaging, beautifully
written poems and short stories (some
of which we have been able to share in
the weekly newsletter). It has been
wonderful to read the poems and short
stories of so many of our talented
students from across the year groups. I
hope that you all keep writing this
summer.
Polly Hayes, English
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Nurturing the scientists of tomorrow’s world
Science Club sets to work solving problems, hands on
It has been an exciting and
busy term for Science!
Science club resumed and
was running weekly for both
Year 7 and Year 8. We want to
encourage practical skills and
problem-solving. The important
point in Science club is to figure
out what went wrong and why,
then have another go and
develop the scientific method. A
typical activity will have a
minimum of written instructions,
not require any writing and
include every student getting
hands-on. For students, science
experiments
involved
an
extensive variety, from building
homemade speakers with Ms
Grigorova
to
analysing
fingerprints and blood splatter
analysis
guided
by
Ms
Dawsmith. Students improved
their scientific approach and
were provided with opportunities
for practise in the scientific
method. We have future forensic
scientists in the making!
Burcu Celik
3i/c Science

Level Up sessions Aim Higher!
This term, Science department ran ''Level Up Science'' sessions for Year 7 and 8 students, to help scientific understanding and
to obtain even higher marks. Level up sessions were run during PDT once a fortnight. Staff running the session had discussions
with the students about their progress in Science and each student was given a CGP Knowledge Organiser booklet along with a
CGP Knowledge Retriever booklet which they worked on during the Level Up Science sessions. Students were also set an
additional home task to do which was be checked in the next session to help students to evaluate their progress.
Burcu Celik, 3i/c Science

Junior Physics Olympiad
Congratulations to the students who took part in the Junior Physics Olympiad earlier in May – students were put to the test on
their Physics Knowledge and we had some amazing successes with students winning various certificates and prizes. We would
like to commend the following students from Year 10: Tiago Brett, Daniel Drienovsky, Tyler McNee and Diyan Halai for winning Gold
Certificates. Well done, also, to Kitty
Moir, Ankit Shah, Jacob Abdulahi from
Year 10 and Aashi Jain from Year 8 for
winning
Silver
Certificates.
A team of future Engineers in Year
Congratulations
too,
to
John
Bujor, Irtiqa
9 have completed their first powered
earBhimani,
Laura
Ortiz,
James
Todd
glider. The glider is powered by a
(Year
10),
Ria
Vara
(Year9)
and
Shaan
capacitor that is charged before
Bhartiya and Jessica Vali Tsang (Year 8)
each flight. For the future engineers,
for winning the Bronze Certificate!
their next step is to test their glider,

Budding Aerospace engineers target the Crest Awards

learn from this and design a better
glider and take the role of an
Aerospace engineer. NASA uses
similar model airplanes to develop
new concepts, create new designs
and test ideas in aviation! Students
will achieve a Silver Crest Awards at
the end of this exciting project.
Burcu Celik
3i/c Science
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Franklin Taylor-Moore
3i/c KS4 Science

Well done Year 10
We have been really impressed with
the independent revision that many Year
10 students have undertaken and the
seriousness with which they have taken
their exams. We are looking forward to
working with you all next year!
Burcu Celik, 3i/c Science

Ever considered a career in Science?
Year 7 and 8 students were introduced
to the Careers Project to learn about the
remarkable careers in Science and to try
some out! The aim of the project was to
develop investigation skills as required in
the Key Stage 4 core practicals included at
GCSE. Students get to experience being
an Aerospace engineer by designing and
testing paper planes, a Biochemist by
testing urine samples, a Biomedical
scientist by testing different antibacterial
soaps, a Chemical engineer by

investigating recipes for bouncy balls, a
Civil engineer by designing and testing
bridges, a Forensic scientist by taking and
analysing fingerprints, a Mechanical
engineer by making cotton reel motors,
and a Pyrotechnic technician, by testing
firework colours and making sparklers. In
each lesson, students also completed a
job profile page by using the national
careers service website.
Burcu Celik
3i/c Science

Recognising musical commitment and attitude
Every half term, the Music department nominates students from
every class in recognition of their extra commitment and attitude to
Music. Congratulations to all of the students listed below. Keep up
the great work!

Student Showcase Summer Term 1
Year 7: Maya Corrall, Ali Haghui, Sophia Khan, Lyanna Lai, Archie
Lovejoy, Mbalanhle Ncube, Haruki Oda, Nasy Pearce, Dominic
Santucci, Sean Thapes, Julia Wojton and Zicheng Zhang
Year 8: Eva Charles, Luca Colucci, Tate Greenwood, Edward
Hankin, Ella Isted, Shunsuke Katsumata, Reed Kenny, Freya Mc
Carthy, Ali Mohammad, Anastasia Nasto, Sebastian Ortiz, Taksh
Pujara, Fiona Rusta, Alma Shabtay, Tenesha Whittaker and
Isabella Yang
Year 9: Musawir Azizi, Emily Barber, Era Berisha, Assia Boukili
Makhoukhi, Callum Clark, Esha Daryanani, Katie Ferris, Baran
Kaywan,
Woorim Lee, Sophia Mbazira, Khyran Robinson,
Francis Rusta, Sam Seifi, Tyler Sowah, Blagovest Tsekov and
Lumini Van Trigt
Year 10 and 11: GCSE Music: All Students

Student Showcase Summer Term 2
Year 7: Zofia Badzio, Amadou Bah, Matthew Banks, Matan BenYehuda, Esat Beyaz, Luca Cavana, Sophie Davies, Cameron
Davis, Jessica Ferretti-Dabreo, Kipp Foster, Xiaolin Gao, Bella
Grant, Rimay Harlow, Stanley Haryott, Kate Lau, Winter Simon,
Diana Wajeh
Year 8: Briana Avanu, Alireza Babaei, Matthew Banks, Dylan
Coelho, Saffron Conway Brand, Sharad Depala, Andronicos
Dionissiou, Abdulghani Fonja, Saya Gacayan, Lira Gara, Aashi
Jain, Eleanor Moir, Aneesha Nagasha Bukenya, Anna Natt,
Ben Wells and Amelie Williams
Year 9: Zane Attwal, Daniel Dong, Caitlin Escudaro, Auron Gashi,
Jahari Keshi-Clunis, Nam Le, Tarlan Mohammadi, Arjun Natt,
Adam Romdhane, Darcy Shipp, Dreni Sulja, Pimpa Tawinampant,
Kimi Tibbutt, Yumi Tibbutt, Emily Warburton and Rachel Williams
Year 10: GCSE Music: All Students
Angelina Barlow
Head of Music

Adding a musical dimension to Celebration Assemblies
It has become a tradition that students perform
a piece at year group celebration events. Many
congratulations to the following students for their
courage and beautiful musical performances at
their Celebration Assemblies
Year 7: Samia Bharmal (Piano), Ali Haghi
(Piano), Adam Kanock (Classical Guitar) Year 8:
Eva Charles (Violin), Reed Kenny (Drum Kit),
Miya Wilson (Piano), Isabella Yang (Piano)
Year 10: Marcel Bazcek (Lead Guitar), Harrison
Radnedge (Lead Guitar), Yasmin Wilson (Piano)
Many thanks to all our Music students for your
hard work this year. It was a pleasure creating
the music video for our assemblies to showcase
your achievements
Angelina Barlow
Head of Music
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Computer Science students embrace
technology and the digital world
It has a been another challenging year
for everyone, but in the Computer Science
department we have been impressed with
how students have embraced technology
and developed their digital skills. We are
now using Teams and One Note for all
lessons and students have been using this
online “exercise book” very effectively and
it has allowed them to organise their work
and has made reviewing work for revision
easier.

Next year’s
robot challenge,
here we come!

We have put on an extra curricular club
for Year 9’s this term and have had fun
learning to code in python and using
microbits. The students have showed
excellent resilience and independence in
their learning.
I have been really
impressed and enjoyed their enthusiasm.
We are looking forward to doing some
more work with microbits and physical
computing later in the term.

Julie Yarwood
Head of Computer Science
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Last year, students from
The Compton School took
part in the First Tech
Challenge
robotics
competition. Unfortunately,
we were not able to take part
this year, but we are already
signed up for next year.
So if you are interested in
getting involved watch out
for further information in
September.
The photo shows our robot
from last time, so I am
looking
forward
to
dismantling this one and
developing a new robot for
the next challenge.

There’s still time to help the superheroes
Just in case you missed our problem solving posters in the corridor near G2.
There is still time left to help the superheroes solve the puzzles, so next time you
are near G2 or G3 have a look. If you solve the problems, write down your solution
and come and find Ms Yarwood or Ms Karabey. The Computer Science office is at
the back of G2 or ask your form tutor to put your answer in our pigeonhole.

SPORTS

News at The Compton School

Back in April, the summer term Extra Curricular clubs began, with Rounders and Cricket. Keeping to their bubbles, Year 7 claimed
Wednesdays, Year 8 claimed Mondays, Thursdays belonged to Year 9 and Year 10 took Fridays. April also saw the start of competetive
volleyball, while football and netball trials in May drew a fabulous turnout. Well done to everyone who attended.
As the term continued, June saw National Sports Week in and July, as ever, was the time for our end of the year Sports Day, which,
this year, of course, had to be played a little differently...

A perfect record

On Sunday, 27th June 2021, Adam was
awarded a trophy for the most clean sheets
for his football division and also for the
most clean sheets for the entire Watford
Friendly League.

A Volleyball first at TCS

Well done to Ishan, Clayton, Lance, Gabriel, Ibrahim, Alex and Joe for taking part in their
first competitive volleyball match as a team against the PE Teachers. They played amazingly
well and had such great team spirit.

Enrichment through dance for Year 10
A massive well done to all Year 10 students who have attended
dance club weekly this academic year alongside their studies.
Year 10 started online throughout the Autumn term learning
different sequences through ‘Show My Homework’ and keeping
active with warmups.
In the Spring term, Dance Club returned focusing on different
styles of dance including contemporary, musical theatre and jazz.

Once, we reached the Summer term, more focus was put on
technical exercises from the corner and learning key steps.
In September 2021 there will be an announcement of more
movement workshops for the next academic year – please look
out when you return!
Kerry Pearce-Histed
Year 10 Manager

National School Sport Week 2021
Students in all years from 7-10
were able to take part in a range
of different activities during
National School Sport Week,

which ran from 19th -25th June
this year.
National School Sport Week
carries the idea that sport is for

everyone and the activities we
held within both PE lessons and
extra curricular classes were
aimed to allow each and every

student to discover their sport, a
sport they love to do. We had
Kabaddi, SAS agility courses,
Ultimate Frisbee, Lacrosse,
Danish Long Ball and a range of
other sports on offer during the
week within PE lessons and as a
whole
school,
student
engagement was phenomenal.
Within National School Sport
Week during PDT each day, the
PE department held an interform
tug of war competition. 10M, 9C
and 8T were tournament winners
but all tutor groups across the
school did incredibly well and
worked well together as forms.
Jasmine Adem
PE
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SPORTS

News at The Compton School

A run, walk, hop, skip and a jump on the road to Tokyo 2021
Improving fitness and engaging our
students post-lockdown has been paramount
this term and taking part in the ‘Road to
Tokyo’ Challenge seemed a fun way to do
that.
Every PE lesson, students have been
running or walking (or both) as far as they
can in 10 minutes and adding up the total
weekly mileage covered to edge that bit
closer to Tokyo (hoping to make it for the
Olympics).
By the end of April we had ‘reached’
Ukraine and then in early May we had
walked, jogged and skipped all the way to
Russia.
By 21st May, we had reached CHINA nearly there and the staff continuous relay
was only around the corner. Yes! Staff
contributed too! They decided to do a
'’continuous relay' all day on Thursday, 27th
May from 8.20 - 4pm, in which they aimed to
have someone 'moving' on the school track
(on the field) for the entire time trying to clock
up as many kilometres as possible.

Our charity leaders also got involved and
were highlighting staff efforts to our
students via their PDT sessions. Two
charities to support along the way were
selected; the Noah's Ark Children's Hospice
and the Teenager Cancer Trust. So as well

as the collection buckets making their way
around the school, any donations are all
very welcome and the money raised will
be divided evenly between the charities.
Nicki Milne, 2i/c PE
and Jasmine Adem, PE

Why have one Sports Day when you can have four Sports Afternoons?
Due to Covid restrictions we had to
step away from our usual Sports Day this
year and instead, ran 'Sports Afternoons'
for each year group individually.
On their allocated day, students came
to school in their full Compton PE kit,
attended periods 1-4 as normal and at
1.10pm, period 5 teachers escorted their
class to the field.
The weather was not particularly kind
so some re-scheduling had to happen
and by the time of going to press, not
every year had had their afternoon’s
competition. Spirits, however, were not
dampened and the students all took part
with great enthusiasm and energy.
The PE department want to say a
massive well done to each and every
student who took part in an event on their
Sports Afternoon. They represented their
tutor groups in a variety of athletics
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events including 60 metres, 100 metres,
200 metres, 400 metres and 4x50 metre
relay races. There was also a tug of war
competition where all the students
worked together within their form group.
Sports Afternoon Winners Year 8
1st place - 8T (176 points)
2nd place - 8H (122 points)
3rd place - 8P (119 points)
Year 10
1st place - 10O (144 points)
2nd place - 10C (117 points)
3rd place - 10T (114 points)
(At the time of going to press, Years 7
and 9 had yet to compete)
The dedication, effort and support from
everyone was incredible. Well done all.
Nicki Milne, 2i/c PE
and Jasmine Adem, PE

